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Abstract

This article uses my experience of being heckled by patient advocates at a health technology conference in Canada as a springboard for discussing the politics of health technology assessment (HTA). While HTA is widely understood and practised as a scientific endeavour grounded in rigorous quantitative research methods, the socio-political aspects of HTA cannot be separated from the scientific. Integrating the social, political, and ethical dimensions of HTA into the practice of assessment means understanding how a technology will shift power relationships among actors, alter resource flows, and affect how knowledge is produced and circulated. I suggest these factors contributed to the hostile reception I received when I attempted to present a paper about the biased selection of patient advocates involved in Canada’s main HTA agency. As India embarks on the challenge of establishing its own agency to support healthcare decision-making, and as patient advocacy groups rise in India with the support of the pharmaceutical industry, I offer this account as a cautionary tale to those shaping India’s new agency.

An unexpected attack

“You are a disgrace,” “You lied,” “You have set patient engagement at CADTH back thirty years.” These insults were among those hurled at me as I approached the meeting room at a conference centre in April 2018, where I was about to present a paper about patient engagement in drug policy in Canada. The setting was the national symposium of the health technology assessment (HTA) agency, the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health (CADTH). The hecklers were three very angry women, two of whom I recognised as prominent patient activists. Taken aback, I said, “I’m sorry you feel that way,” which did nothing to soften their hostile looks. As I headed to the speakers’ table at the front of the room, a woman in the audience gently touched my arm. “Are you ok?” she asked. I wasn’t sure that I was.

At the speakers’ table, I looked up to see the three women now sitting immediately in front of me. “You shouldn’t be allowed to speak,” they continued. “You’re just here to promote your book!” The latter reference was to Health Advocacy Inc., which documents how the pharmaceutical industry became the main source of funds for patient advocacy organisations in Canada, splitting the organised patient community. One faction believes independence from industry is a prerequisite for acting in patients’ interests, the other contends that industry money does not influence their advocacy (1, 2). I saw no shame in discussing my book at a conference where participants could question and debate my claims.

“I think we need a code of conduct,” said the moderator, addressing the hostile trio.

“We need a code of conduct for speakers,” one shot back.

The moderator then suggested that I might prefer not to present my paper. I hesitated: I had submitted an abstract for consideration, it had been accepted, and I had spent many hours preparing the talk, which some of the people now filling the room presumably wanted to hear. Yet the hecklers obviously intended to disrupt my presentation and apparently felt entitled do so. Reluctantly, I agreed not to present, but to have my slides posted on the conference website.

My aborted talk, titled, “Patient voices: whose stories are missing, why, and so what?”(3) arose from my observation at two previous CADTH symposia that the preponderance of patients attending want to have new drugs recommended for placement on provincial formularies, in order to expand treatment choices. I had rarely, if ever, heard patients speak at CADTH about drug safety and efficacy, about the impact of rising drug prices on the viability of the public healthcare system, or about systemic biases in clinical trials. And yet, I had been involved for more than two decades with patient and health activist organisations that prioritised these issues. I attributed the homogeneity of patients’ voices at CADTH to the substantial funding the pharmaceutical industry provides to patient organisations whose views align with its own, while groups willing to critique the industry struggle to survive.

Yielding to the hecklers’ pressure was distasteful; nonetheless, the “heckling activists” story sent shock waves through Canada’s drug policy community and caused no small embarrassment within CADTH itself. CADTH’s Manager for Patient Engagement soon sought me out to apologise and to assert that CADTH’s meetings were venues for the discussion...
of diverse points of view. She insisted on accompanying me to sessions for the rest of the conference, to ensure my safety. The next day, she and the conference organiser apologised again by e-mail.

**Patient engagement and health technology assessment**

I was not so disingenuous as to think my paper would be enthusiastically received. The previous day, I had participated on a panel that discussed whether “patient engagement” had become just another buzzword (4); patient advocates and industry representatives in the audience challenged the panellists individually and as a group. Furthermore, naming CADTH’s systemic failure to incorporate the full range of patient perspectives implicitly cast doubt on the legitimacy of the patients who dominated CADTH’s meetings, its advisory bodies, and its drug evaluations. Nonetheless, I was surprised to see such aggressive behaviour at a professional conference and to have it tolerated. Why were the hecklers not told to act with civility or leave the meeting room? I return to these concerns later, but first I examine the rationale for including patients in agencies like CADTH in the first place.

Established in 1989, CADTH bills itself as an independent, not-for-profit, non-governmental agency. Like the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) in the United Kingdom and some 50 other agencies globally, the agency took its inspiration from the US Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), which was founded in 1972 and disbanded in 1995 (5). A recent bipartisan Act seeks to revive the OTA (6).

Technology assessments, although they rely on scientific methodologies, can threaten vested interests and, thus, have a political dimension, which is not always acknowledged. HTA agencies critically analyse the evidence from scientific research on the risks and benefits of drugs and medical devices and assess whether they are cost-effective. Based on this evaluation, CADTH’s mandate includes advising Canada’s provincial and territorial governments on whether to include a new drug or device on their public insurance formularies (lists of drugs covered under an insurance plan). Although regional governments are not obliged to follow CADTH’s recommendations, the agency strongly influences which drugs will be available under publicly funded plans. These decisions can directly affect patients’ lives. They also affect drug companies’ bottom lines.

The drive to involve patients in HTA is widespread and based on considerations of both knowledge and ethics. As end-users of a technology, patients have experiential knowledge that complements research-based understanding of a technology’s “relevance to healthcare goals and needs.” (7: p 7) The patient’s status as the end-user further supports inclusion, based on “fairness and legitimacy through democratic participation.” (7: p 17) These strong justifications for including patients in HTA beg the question, “which patient group should be represented”? (7: p 17) My paper argued that CADTH had fallen short on this critical question, distorting in turn the issues of knowledge and fairness.

CADTH has made efforts to include patients in many aspects of its work since 2010 (8), such as hiring a Manager for Patient Engagement, inviting patient organisations to send online comments on drugs and devices under review, and including patients on its review committees. Furthermore, CADTH includes patients at its annual symposium, and meets the criteria set out by the international organisation Patients Included, which rates medical meetings on whether they have sufficient involvement from the patient community.2 Patients with endorsement from a patient organisation can apply for funds to cover their symposium expenses. For three consecutive years, CADTH awarded me travel support to represent Breast Cancer Action Quebec (BCAQ), a group I co-founded following a diagnosis of breast cancer.

**Patient engagement and pharma’s shadow presence**

Including the perspective of patients and public health advocates independent of the pharmaceutical industry is crucial because these organisations often oppose the very positions that their pharma-funded counterparts adopt, including access campaigns for new, expensive, problematic drugs. In both Canada and the United States, the latter include Avastin for breast cancer (ineffective, with potentially lethal adverse effects including heart attacks and bleeding) (9, 10), Erythropoietin, promoted to alleviate anaemia or fatigue in cancer patients, but found to promote tumour growth and fatal thrombotic events (11, 1), and opioids like OxyContin for non-cancer pain, a root cause of the epidemic now costing thousands of lives annually in Canada, and tens of thousands in the United States (12, 13).

Two recent analyses support my impression of extensive pharmaceutical industry funding among the patient organisations engaged with CADTH’s drug evaluation process. Health journalist Kelly Grant found that, of more than 400 written patient organisation submissions, the organisation sending the submission had a financial conflict of interest with the manufacturer of the drug under review in 78 per cent of comments on drugs in general, and 86 per cent of comments on cancer drugs (14). Physician and drug policy analyst Joel Lexchin examined all 372 patient group submissions over a six-year period and found that 87.1 per cent declared a conflict, with a median of seven conflicts per submission (15).

Findings from studies in the United Kingdom and Australia are strikingly similar. Among patient organisations participating in assessments at NICE, 72 per cent had accepted funds from the manufacturers of a technology or a competitor product in the same or previous year that they contributed to the appraisal of that technology (16). Decision-makers at NICE were aware of only 21 per cent of the conflicts. In Australia, 34 pharmaceutical companies collectively spent AU $34,507,810 to sponsor 230 organisations participating on that country’s Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee. Among the most heavily funded were organisations representing conditions for which companies had treatments under review for public reimbursement (17).
By contrast, my sponsoring organisation has a written policy on corporate donations that explicitly precludes accepting funds from the pharmaceutical industry (18). BCAQ is among a small but increasingly vocal group of patients' organisations in Canada that openly challenge exorbitant drug prices and questionable claims of the pharmaceutical industry. Likeminded organisations include Faces of Pharmacare, the CML Society of Canada (representing Chronic Myelogenous Leukaemia patients), the Liv-A-Little Foundation (representing patients with Cystinosis and their family caregivers) and the coalition Independent Voices for Safe and Effective Drugs, to which I belong.

The groups that receive industry funds articulate a perspective about new drugs and devices that aligns closely with that of the pharmaceutical industry. Joel Lexchin found that 90.2 per cent of the submissions of groups that participated in CADTH's drug assessment process were positive, nine per cent were neutral and only 0.7 per cent were negative. When CADTH's reviewers recommended against funding a new cancer drug, the patient groups usually disagreed (17 of 19 cases), but when reviewers recommended in favour of a drug's approval, the patient groups almost always agreed (48 of 51 cases) (15). Yet an “overwhelming majority” of patient group leaders that Kelly Grant interviewed for her newspaper investigation said that drug makers that fund their groups “have no say whatsoever in their policy positions.” (14)

Group leaders attribute the similarity of their views and the industry's to “a 'natural alignment' between the patient groups fighting for access to new treatments and the companies that make them.” (14) Company representatives, similarly, dismiss price concerns because when provincial governments agree to pay for a high-priced drug, no family is left out of pocket. Erin Little of the Liv-A-Little Foundation disagrees: “As a taxpayer I do pay it. We should all collectively care,” she says (14).

Pharma's web of influence in health technology assessment

Given that HTA is meant to reduce the use of unproven clinical procedures on patients, which can be both useless and harmful, one might expect the HTA culture to be wary of industry influence. And yet, internationally, HTA agencies embrace a model of partnership with industry that is endemic in medicine, and not only with respect to funding patient organisations (19, 20, 21). In 2018, David Banta, a physician and international HTA pioneer, wrote in a personal reflection on his 40 plus years in the field: “my greatest concern today is the role of industry in HTA. … how can we refer to industry as partners when our first concern is the public health? The commercial health care industry is mostly concerned with creating returns for their shareholders.” (22: p 133)

CADTH is largely government-funded but receives some funding from industry. In 2018, two external evaluators questioned the degree and type of involvement CADTH should have with the private sector. Based on stakeholder interviews, they flagged CADTH's engagement with industry in three contexts, including patient representatives whose work is funded by industry (23: p 85). Like Banta, the report's authors stressed the need “to ensure that the organization continues to be seen as acting squarely in pursuit of the public interest.” (23: p 85)

These “public–private partnerships” between patient organisations and Big Pharma are part of a web of influence that includes the medical research community (24), medical education (25), and regulatory and quasi-regulatory agencies like CADTH (26). Collectively they reinforce the industry's interests throughout the medical system. Beginning in the late 1990s, for example, Purdue Pharma Canada formed partnerships with multiple policy actors in Canada to encourage the use of OxyContin, its new drug to control non-cancer pain, which the company falsely claimed was non-addictive. The company funded three patient organisations for chronic pain sufferers (13), placed advertisements in medical journals, provided medical school students with a free textbook copyrighted by Purdue, and paid about 100 physicians annually to give lunchtime talks to doctors about an “epidemic of untreated pain.” (27) Voting members on an expert committee named to develop opioid prescribing guidelines for pain control included one physician who received compensation from Purdue and a broader expert advisory committee on which six of 13 members had ties to opioid manufacturers (28).

Importantly, however, within patient and health organisations, as in each of these other health sectors, a contingent of organisations resisted the privatisation wave as fundamentally at odds with the public interest. These included DES Action Canada, Breast Cancer Action Quebec, Women and Health Protection, Pharmawatch Canada, the Canadian Women's Health Network, and the Society for Diabetic Rights.

The roots of a heckling culture

In the months since being heckled, I've puzzled over what happened and why. At the conference itself, sympathetic people approached me to say they thought I had “struck a nerve.” Indeed, two prominent patient advocates who are involved with CADTH, Martine Elias and Durhane Wong-Rieger, say they are “weary” of being criticised for accepting pharma funding (14). Elias calls such critiques “an excuse to ignore [their] input on health policy issues” (14); Wong-Rieger describes them as a way “to contain or minimize patient involvement.” (29:p 377) In fact the point is to expand inclusion to patients who see industry as a barrier to obtaining the best available evidence on health technologies. Many of us came to that understanding through our experience as patients or caregivers.

Patients can and do have different experiences with drugs. These, and different personal values, lead to differences of opinion – why not discuss them? Why heckle? Michael White, political commentator at The Guardian, argues that heckling has a place in political discourse as a form of intellectual engagement but he distinguishes “proper heckling,”
characterised by wit and impeccable timing, from the blunt instruments of anger and abuse (30). I put my experience in the latter category: the attacks were pre-emptive and showed neither wit nor true argumentation. In this guise, heckling expresses an authoritarian mind set that threatens both democratic pluralism and the questioning essential to scientific inquiry.

If we idealise research forums as spaces of rational discourse, we can easily overlook their political dimensions. Two scholars of HTA, Pascale Lehoux and Stuart Blume, argue that, while the dominant approach to HTA tends to focus narrowly on technical and clinical evidence, HTA is political, and these dimensions need to be given more attention (31). If we consider HTA as political, the bullying I experienced is less startling. In fact, egregious examples of disrespect aimed at those who contest the safety or efficacy of profitable “advances” are not uncommon in the literature on health technologies.

Peter Gotzsche’s expulsion from the Cochrane Collaboration’s governing board in September 2018 stands out as a high-profile recent case and has been discussed in many venues, including this one (32). But intolerance of critique has deep roots in HTA. In a book-length account of mammography screening debates (33), Renée Pellerin recounts surgeon Charles Wright’s experience in the late 1980s as an invited speaker at a conference on mammography at Johns Hopkins University. Wright described research he had published (34) in which he concluded that harms of breast screening far outweighed the benefits and that only women at high risk of breast cancer should be screened. After his talk, Wright recalls, “a very angry-looking elderly radiologist came up and sort of punched me in the chest with his finger and said, ‘You don’t understand boy; you’ve got your hand in our pockets.’” (33: p 71) In another case, David Banta and Stephen Thacker describe the attacks on their objectivity and integrity when their research led them to question the efficacy and safety of electronic fetal monitoring (35: pp 764-6). Two doctors, who wrote in the BMJ that controversies bring out a health technology’s social and political dimensions:

The politics of patient group advocacy

Nor should we be surprised when patient advocates who work in partnership with the pharmaceutical industry harass an advocate who questions their claims about the value of new drug treatments to patients. Lehoux and Blume write that controversy brings out a health technology’s social and political dimensions:

Tensions are revealed when competing definitions of a technology’s value and relevance are publicly articulated. Tensions also emerge when groups of actors feel threatened or perceive themselves at risk of losing power and authority, particularly when such groups possess the resources or “cultural capital” to express their discontent (mobilizing the media, voicing their concerns publicly). (31: p 1091)

The two hecklers that I recognised certainly possessed resources and cultural capital. They have led national organisations and projects that declare receiving funds from pharmaceutical companies while engaging in activities that could shape the public discourse on drug policy. In other words, they qualify as “Patient Opinion Leaders” (37, 1: pp 275-7) – influential patient counterparts to the industry-funded physicians known as “Key Opinion Leaders” (38, 39).

Conclusion

If patient involvement at CADTH and other HTA agencies is to mean anything at all, differences among patient representatives on drug policy need to be aired. The meetings of HTA organisations should be venues for informed and substantive debates on conflicting evidence claims, including evidence arising from patients’ varied lived experiences. This means discussing patients’ perspectives on the significant harms that drugs and devices can cause (40, 41). It means listening to patients who ask why the drugs they take “are so ridiculously expensive, how can I possibly be using something that costs as much as my house every year?” (42).

I believe these are precisely the discussions that the advocates who heckled me want to prevent. Their actions endanger scientific inquiry and discredit patient engagement in HTA.

Postscript: Changes at CADTH

In January 2019, CADTH introduced a Code of Conduct for events like the annual symposium (43). The Code states that anyone registering for a CADTH event must “agree that harassment or disrespectful conduct do not belong at any CADTH event.” The Code includes as examples, “behaviour that demeans or embarrasses a person,” and “sustained disruption of a speaker”; it asserts that CADTH will take complaints of
harassment seriously, and may contact local law enforcement or exclude the offender from attending future CADTH events.

Also, in the year following my aborted talk, CADTH disbanded its Patient Community Liaison Forum, an advisory group active from 2013 to 2018 (44) which comprised representatives from four national patient coalitions, three of which were industry-funded. The agency formed a new lay consultation group, the Patient and Community Advisory Committee, most of whose 12 members declared no industry ties (45). Both these changes have the potential to make CADTH a venue at which the full range of patient experiences and values can be discussed.
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Notes
1. Canada is divided into 10 provinces and three Northern territories with healthcare delivery designated as a provincial/territorial responsibility. Within certain parameters set by the federal government, each province or territory decides how health funds are spent, including whether or not to cover the costs of specific drugs and medical devices. Quebec has its own HTA agency, INESS, independent of CADTH.
2. The Patients Included website is available from: https://patientsincluded.org/conferences/
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Pregnancy and severe mental illness: Confounding ethical doctrines
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Abstract

Pregnancy brings joy and excitement to some women, but great distress to those who suffer from severe mental illnesses like schizophrenia. Women with severe mental illnesses (SMIs) may have difficulty planning a pregnancy and deciding whether to continue to viability, and thence to term. Dilemmas also surround pharmacotherapy for this population, as (non)treatment is associated with its own challenges. The psychiatrist may have to make challenging decisions based on the principles of autonomy, beneficence, and relational ethics. Furthermore, there are ethical controversies inherent to the underlying pathologies, their non-treatment, and the various psychosocial factors that could impact parenting in such mothers. In addition, limited or ineffective use

of family planning, mental health services, and contraception often act as forerunners of these problems. Considering the sparse literature on this topic and the perplexing legal responsibilities pertaining to the recently implemented Mental Health Act, 2017, we have attempted to highlight the various ethical dilemmas that confront a psychiatrist while managing a patient from this group.

Keywords: pregnancy, perinatal, severe mental illness, schizophrenia, psychosis, ethics

Introduction

Ethical issues and psychiatric practice are the two sides of a seesaw, and are often difficult to balance, with pregnancy adding further complications to this intricate equilibrium. The well-being of a pregnant woman with a serious mental illness (SMI) is influenced by her underlying mental pathology, a plethora of pregnancy-associated psychiatric disorders, and various psychosocial etiological factors. In addition, her unborn child may be affected by the parents' genetic predispositions, pharma-co-treatment, and disrupted parental relationships. In these situations, while catering to the woman and her foetus, the psychiatrist needs to consider the severity of the mental illness, respect her autonomy, and take into account ethical issues. Advances in treatment and the improved sensitisation
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